WHAT DRIVES NARRATIVE ENGAGEMENT WITH MUSIC?
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ALTHOUGH PEOPLE ACROSS MULTIPLE CULTURES have been shown to experience music narratively, it has proven difficult to disentangle whether narrative dimensions of music derive from learned extramusical associations within a culture or from less experience-dependent elements of the music, such as musical contrast. Toward this end, two experiments investigated factors contributing to listeners’ narrative engagement with music, comparing the narrative experiences of Western and Chinese instrumental music for listeners in two suburban locations in the United States with those of listeners living in a remote rural village in China with different patterns of musical exposure. Supporting an enculturation perspective where learned extramusical associations (i.e., Topicality) play an important role in narrative perceptions of music, results from the first experiment show that for Western listeners, greater Topicality, rather than greater Contrast, increases narrative engagement, as long as listeners have sufficient exposure to its patterns of use within a culture. Strengthening this interpretation, results for the second experiment, which directly manipulated Topicality and Contrast, show that reducing an excerpt’s Topicality, but not its Contrast reduces listeners’ narrative engagement.
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appropriate—ones that people within a culture broadly recognize as appropriate—one excerpt might inspire stories of an animal chase, for example, and another stories of grief and loss. While previous research has established that narrative engagement occurs, no empirical research has yet explored the factors that contribute to narrative perceptions of music. What is happening in the music that differentiates excerpts to which participants respond narratively from excerpts to which they do not?

Music theory offers tools for thinking about this question. One account sees narrative engagement as a fundamental human capacity driven by specific stimulus features independent of listener exposure and enculturation. Proponents of this account see Heider and Simmel’s (1944) studies as evidence of a tendency to understand abstract stimuli narratively under particular circumstances. Participants in these studies understood moving shapes as intentional agents interacting in a dramatic story, especially when changes in the movements of the shapes seemed to violate intuitive rules of physics (e.g., fail to conform to principles of inertia or gravity). Similarly, writers on music have suggested that people resort to narrative interpretations of musical sounds when those sounds violate expectations in some way; for example, by introducing substantial contrast with what came before (loud after soft, for example, or slow after fast, or a solo flute following an orchestral tutti; Almén, 2008). According to this account, narrative engagement should increase with the amount of contrast present in the music, regardless of the background and previous experiences of the listener.

Another account views associational pairing as a more important mechanism. Particular musical patterns get played and replayed in specific contexts, gradually leading to a situation where exposure to that pattern automatically triggers associations with that dramatic content. Scholars working on eighteenth-century European art music have termed these standardized musical patterns that carry generally agreed upon associative referents topics (see Mirka, 2014). Similarly, writers on music have suggested that people resort to narrative interpretations of musical sounds when those sounds violate expectations in some way; for example, by introducing substantial contrast with what came before (loud after soft, for example, or slow after fast, or a solo flute following an orchestral tutti; Almén, 2008). According to this account, narrative engagement should increase with the amount of contrast present in the music, regardless of the background and previous experiences of the listener.

In this article, two experiments investigate the relative contributions of contrast and topicality to narrative engagement with instrumental music. In Experiment 1, participants at two locations in the Midwest US (Arkansas and Michigan, where residents have ample exposure to Western media) and a rural village in China (where residents have limited exposure to Western media, where residents speak Dong, a tone language) listened to short instrumental Western and Chinese excerpts that were High or Low in Topicality and Contrast, and which had previously been equated for enjoyment and familiarity across the four excerpt categories (High Topicality/High Contrast, Low Topicality/High Contrast, High Topicality/Low Contrast, Low Topicality/Low Contrast) at all research sites. They rated each excerpt using the Narrative Engagement (NE) Scale (Margulis et al., 2019), answered yes or no to a question about whether they imagined a story in response to the music (the Story Response Question or SRQ), and if yes, freely described any narrative they imagined. This article examines the NE and SRQ responses; the free response narratives are analyzed in a separate manuscript. NE and SRQ responses capture the extent to which any individual excerpt is heard narratively—whether (in the case of SRQ responses) and how absorbingly (in the case of NE scores) a listener imagined an ongoing narrative while listening. Narrative engagement is one possible mode of listening (cf. Tuuri & Eerola, 2012), and can be generated more
by individual excerpts than by others (Margulis et al., 2019). Narrative engagement is distinct from story content—two people could be imagining equally vivid stories of the same excerpt, but their stories could be entirely different. NE and SRQ measure how narratively individual excerpts are experienced, independent of the specific content of the stories.

If topicality generates narrative engagement, excerpts high on this attribute should elicit more within-culture narrative engagement. That is, reflecting distinct patterns of exposure between the research sites, High Topicality Western excerpts should elicit more narrative engagement at the US but not the Chinese research sites, and High Topicality Chinese excerpts should elicit more narrative engagement at the Chinese but not the US research sites. If, on the other hand, contrast is the primary generator of narrative engagement, excerpts high on this attribute should generate more narrative engagement regardless of cultural background. Since contrast is a musical feature that is relatively less dependent on enculturated exposure, it should operate similarly across cultures. Finally, if narrative engagement with music is not affected by topicality or by amount of contrast, there should be no significant difference in Narrative Engagement (NE) scores for excerpts featuring different levels of these parameters.

Experiment 2 extends Experiment 1 by more directly manipulating topicality and contrast. Participants in Experiment 2 completed the same narrative engagement task for original excerpts (that were either high in topicality or high in contrast, while low in the other feature) and for modified excerpts that reduced the attribute that had been high in the original version, so that the modified version was low in both topicality and contrast. For example, in a High Topicality excerpt that featured rapid descending arpeggios and was understood by many participants in previous studies to suggest a change in conscious state (e.g., falling asleep, dreaming), the Modified version retained all the details but blocked the chords (e.g., played them simultaneously instead of arpeggiating), removing the salient acoustic cue (descending arpeggios) thought to underlie the association. In a High Contrast excerpt that alternated between two sections with different instrumentations and dynamic levels the intervening contrasting section was removed, so that in the Modified version the instrumentation and dynamic levels remained stable throughout. Here, we were interested in whether directly attenuating these features could reduce the narrative engagement experienced by listeners. If reducing the topicality in High Topicality excerpts results in lower Narrative Engagement scores, it suggests that topicality drives narrative response. If, on the other hand, reducing the contrast in High Contrast excerpts results in lower narrative engagement scores, it suggests that contrast drives narrative response. If, however, attenuating these features does not lower or increases Narrative Engagement scores, it weakens the case for their role in encouraging narrative response.

**Experiment 1**

**Method**

**Participants**

**Arkansas Group.** Three-hundred eighteen individuals (198 female), ages 17–30 years \((M = 19.0, SD = 1.6)\) enrolled in a general psychology class participated in the experiment at the Music Cognition Lab at the University of Arkansas in Fayetteville, AR in exchange for partial course credit. Approximately 58% of participants reported no formal music training, defined as explicit instruction in music of any sort; the remaining 42% had between 1 and 14 years of music training \((M = 5.1, SD = 3.0)\). Over 98% of participants reported watching English language media \((\text{currently: } M = 11.8 \text{ hours per week}, SD = 12.9; \text{as a child: } M = 15.9 \text{ hours per week}, SD = 14.0)\). In contrast, only 15% of participants reported ever having been exposed to Chinese language media. For those 15%, current exposure to Chinese language media was estimated to be \(M = 1.4 \text{ hours per week}, SD = 2.5\), while exposure as a child was estimated to be \(M = 3.4 \text{ hours per week}, SD = 4.4\).

**Dimen Group.** One-hundred forty-seven individuals \((126 \text{ female}), \text{ ages } 19–80 \text{ years \((M = 46.6, SD = 14.5)\)}\) from Dimen, China participated in the experiment at the Dimen Dong Community Cultural Research Center in Dimen, Guizhou Province, China. Approximately 70% of participants reported no formal music training; the remaining 30% of participants had between 1 and 60 years of music training \((M = 14.5, SD = 14.4)\). Over 97% of participants reported watching Chinese language media \((\text{currently: } M = 11.6 \text{ hours per week}, SD = 8.9; \text{as a child: } M = 5.4 \text{ hours per week}, SD = 7.9)\). In contrast, only 37% of participants reported ever having been exposed to English language media. For those 37%, current exposure to English language media was estimated to be \(M = 2.1 \text{ hours per week}, SD = 3.5\), while exposure as a child was estimated to be \(M = 0.8 \text{ hours per week}, SD = 3.2\).

**Michigan Group.** The within-culture comparison group to the Arkansas sample consisted of 157 individuals \((120 \text{ female}), \text{ ages } 18–31 \text{ years \((M = 19.2, SD = 1.8)\)}\) enrolled in a general psychology class participated...
in the experiment at the Timing, Attention, and Perception Lab at Michigan State University in Lansing, MI in exchange for partial course credit. Approximately 32% of participants reported no formal music training; the remaining 68% of participants reported between 1 and 18 years of music training (M = 5.9, SD = 3.7).

**Materials.** Stimuli were 60-s excerpts (n = 32) drawn from commercial recordings of instrumental music with no lyrics or vocal part. Half of the excerpts (n = 16) were drawn from recordings of Western art music and half (n = 16) from recordings of Chinese art music. Preliminary pilot work determined that although participants in the Dimen group were broadly familiar with the style of Chinese music presented in the experiment, and participants in the Arkansas and Michigan groups were broadly familiar with the style of Western music presented in the experiment, these styles of music were not the ones to which participants tended to listen most frequently, and these specific excerpts were unlikely to be ones that participants had heard prior to the experimental session (i.e., they were relatively novel). Moreover, previous work using the same methods at the same three research sites (reported in Margulis et al., 2019) on a larger pool of 128 excerpts allowed for selecting excerpts matched for within-culture familiarity and enjoyment ratings, ensuring that these factors were equated across conditions.

Stimuli could be High or Low in both Topicality, a feature dependent on enculturation, and Contrast, a psychoacoustic feature less susceptible to enculturation, creating four stimulus categories in total (High Topicality, High Contrast; High Topicality, Low Contrast; Low Topicality, High Contrast; and Low Topicality, Low Contrast). Topicality assesses the degree to which individual excerpts make use of sonic patterns that feature within-culture conventionalized associations—for example horn calls associated with the hunt, or chromatic mediant progressions evocative of wonder (Cohn, 2012; Heine, 2018). Contrast assesses the degree to which individual excerpts vary along salient acoustic parameters.

Contrast and Topicality categories were assigned for each excerpt at an earlier stage of research. At this earlier stage, between 3 and 6 independent music theorists who were experts in either Western or Chinese art music rated the Topicality and musical Contrast of each of a large pool of Western excerpts or Chinese excerpts, respectively. Ratings were made on a 7-point scale (1 = low, 7 = high). Topicality was defined for raters as “the degree to which individual excerpts make use of sonic patterns that feature within-culture conventionalized associations” and Contrast as “the degree to which individual excerpts vary along salient acoustic parameters.” Interclass correlation coefficients were calculated separately on Topicality and Contrast for Western and Chinese excerpts to assess the interrater reliability of the expert ratings. ICC values for Topicality and Contrast ratings for the Western excerpts were .64 and .82, respectively, indicating moderate to good reliability. ICC values for Topicality and Contrast ratings for the Chinese excerpts were .72 and .82, indicating good reliability. For this experiment, four excerpts in each of the four categories (HTHC, HTLC, LTHC, LTLC) were selected for the Western and Chinese excerpts, yielding 16 total Western excerpts and 16 total Chinese excerpts. Table 1 lists the source recordings for all stimuli used in the experiment.

**Procedure.** Once seated for the experiment, participants were instructed, “You’ll be asked to report aspects of your experience listening to musical excerpts, including whether or not you imagined a story while listening. Please do NOT specifically ATTEMPT to imagine a story. Simply listen to the music as you ordinarily would. If you imagine a story, that’s fine, and if you don’t imagine a story, that’s fine too.” Following these instructions, each participant heard one of four subsets of eight musical excerpts from the full set of 32—four Western and four Chinese with one excerpt for each category (HTHC, HTLC, LTHC, LTLC) for both Western and Chinese excerpts. Subset was rotated across participants so that NES and SRQ scores were obtained for all 32 excerpts with approximately an equal number of participants listening to each subset. Prior to the presentation of each excerpt, participants were told they should try to listen attentively as if they were intending to enjoy the piece. After listening to each excerpt, participants indicated whether they imagined a story or elements of a story while listening to the music (yes/no): the Story Response Question (SRQ). Next, they completed a four-item version of the Narrative Engagement (NE) scale. The NE scale consists of a four-statement inventory (“It was easy to imagine a story when listening to the music,” “I imagined a vivid story,” “I imagined a story with a clear setting, characters, and events,” and “I imagined a story while the music was playing, not afterwards”) to which participants respond on a 6-point scale (1 = strongly disagree, 6 = strongly agree) with a composite NE score obtained by averaging the responses to the four items. The procedures for developing the scale are reported in Margulis et al. (2019). The scale has been shown to exhibit
good internal consistency and validity. In addition to the four NE items, participants answered two questions pertaining to familiarity (whether they had heard the specific excerpt before, and whether it sounded familiar to them) and two questions pertaining to pleasure (whether they enjoyed listening to the excerpt, and
whether they liked the excerpt using the same 6-point rating scale). After completing these items, participants responded to one of two free-response questions, depending on their response to the SRQ. If they answered yes to the SRQ, they described the story they imagined in as much detail as they were able. If they answered no to the SRQ, they were asked to speculate about why they did not imagine a story. Requesting free responses in both cases ensured that participants were not incentivized to select one option or the other simply on the basis of extent of subsequent task demands. Free response data are reported in a separate manuscript. Explicitly asking people whether they imagined stories may have primed participants to imagine more than they otherwise would; however, since this question was posed after every excerpt, it should affect every condition equally and not systematically bias the experiment’s results.

Participants listened to the excerpts over high quality headphones with the presentation order of the eight excerpts randomized. Different listeners heard different sets of eight excerpts, so that narrative responses were obtained for all 32 excerpts across all participants. The entire experiment took approximately 50 minutes.

**Data Analysis.** The two primary dependent measures were the NE score (the average of the four NE items on the Narrative Engagement scale) and the SRQ score (the proportion of imagined story responses). Supplementary analyses also considered a familiarity score for each excerpt (the average of the two memory items on the Narrative Engagement scale) and an enjoyment score (the average of the enjoy and like items on the Narrative Engagement scale). All data analyses were conducted using SPSS version 26 with an alpha level of .05 as the criterion for significance.

**RESULTS**

First, we examined the contributions of High vs. Low Topicality and High vs. Low Contrast to Narrative Engagement for the Midwest US listeners. If narrative responses to music arise from a fundamental tendency to structure abstract sounds in terms of stories, then excerpts with High Contrast should be the likeliest to be heard narratively regardless of culture; if, however, they arise from contextual exposure, then excerpts with High Topicality within a specific culture should be the likeliest to be heard narratively. Figure 1A-D shows Narrative Engagement (NE) results for both Michigan and Arkansas listeners for all conditions. Consistent with the enculturation hypothesis, a 2 (Culture of Excerpt: Western vs. Chinese) x 2 (Contrast: High vs. Low) x 2 (Topicality: High vs. Low) ANOVA on NE scores for the Western listeners (Arkansas and Michigan combined) revealed a main effect of Culture of Excerpt, $F(1, 24) = 9.85, p = .004, \eta^2 = 0.29$, such that Western listeners were more narratively engaged by Western music ($M = 3.81$, 95% CI = 3.68–3.92) than by Chinese music ($M = 3.54$, 95% CI = 3.42–3.66), a main effect of Topicality, $F(1, 24) = 7.08, p = .014, \eta^2 = 0.23$, such that Western listeners were more narratively engaged by High Topicality excerpts ($M = 3.79$, 95% CI = 3.68–3.91) than by Low Topicality excerpts ($M = 3.56$, 95% CI = 3.44–3.66) and a significant interaction between type of excerpt and Topicality, $F(1, 24) = 4.28, p = .049, \eta^2 = 0.15$. The interaction revealed that High Topicality increased NE for Western excerpts ($High Topicality, M = 4.01$, 95% CI = 3.83–4.18; Low Topicality, $M = 3.61$, 95% CI = 3.43–3.78, $t(14) = 2.88, p = .01$, Cohen’s $d = 1.44$, but not for Chinese excerpts, $t(14) = 0.46, p = .65$, Cohen’s $d = 0.23$, suggesting that Western listeners had received sufficient cultural exposure for the standard pattern associations to develop for Western music, but not for Chinese music.

Analysis of the SRQ scores yielded the same pattern of results as the analysis of the NE scores (see Figure 2). Consistent with the enculturation hypothesis, a 2 (Culture of Excerpt) x 2 (Contrast High vs. Low) x 2 (Topicality High vs. Low) ANOVA on Story Response Question (SRQ) scores for the Western listeners (Arkansas and Michigan combined) revealed a main effect of Culture of Excerpt, $F(1, 24) = 13.43, p = .001, \eta^2 = 0.36$, such that Western listeners heard more stories in response to Western music ($M = 0.72$, 95% CI = 0.69–0.75) than to Chinese music ($M = 0.64$, 95% CI = 0.61–0.67), a main effect of Topicality, $F(1, 24) = 6.35, p = .02, \eta^2 = 0.21$, such that Western listeners heard more stories in response to High Topicality excerpts ($M = 0.71$, 95% CI = 0.67–0.74) than in response to Low Topicality excerpts ($M = 0.65$, 95% CI = 0.62–0.68), and a significant interaction between Culture of Excerpt and Topicality, $F(1, 24) = 5.58, p = .027, \eta^2 = 0.19$, such that Topicality influenced SRQ scores for Western excerpts (High Topicality, $M = 0.77$, 95% CI = 0.73–0.82; Low Topicality, $M = 0.66$, 95% CI = 0.62–0.71), $t(14) = 3.49, p = .004$, Cohen’s $d = 1.75$, but not Chinese excerpts, $t(14) = 0.11, p = .96$, Cohen’s $d = 0.05$.

Next, we considered contributions of familiarity and enjoyment to narrative engagement for the Midwest US listeners. Both familiarity and enjoyment were positively correlated with NE scores (familiarity, $r = .66$, $p < .02$; enjoyment, $r = .64$, $p < .01$). Nonetheless, the partial correlation between Topicality rating for each excerpt and NE score, controlling for familiarity and
FIGURE 1. Narrative engagement scores for Arkansas (Panels A-B), Michigan (Panel C-D) and Dimen (Panels E-F) participants for Western excerpts and Chinese excerpts. The results for the Topicality manipulation are shown in the left column of panels (A, C, E), while the results for the Contrast manipulation are shown in the right column of panels (B, D, F). Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals. Both Arkansas and Michigan participants show greater narrative engagement for high topicality Western excerpts than for low topicality Western excerpts, but there was no effect of topicality for Chinese excerpts, and there was no effect of contrast for either the Western or Chinese excerpts. Dimen participants show greater NE for Chinese excerpts compared to Western excerpts, but show no effects of Topicality or Contrast.
FIGURE 2. SRQ scores for Arkansas (Panels A-B), Michigan (Panel C-D) and Dimen (Panels E-F) participants for Western excerpts and Chinese excerpts. The results for the Topicality manipulation are shown in the left column of panels (A, C, E) while the results for the Contrast manipulation are shown in the right column of panels (B, D, F). Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals. Both Arkansas and Michigan participants heard more stories for high topicality Western excerpts than for low topicality Western excerpts, but there was no effect of Topicality for Chinese excerpts, and there was no effect of Contrast for either the Western or Chinese excerpts. Dimen participants show greater NE for Chinese excerpts compared to Western excerpts, but show no effects of Topicality or Contrast.
enjoyment, was still significant ($r = .41$, $p = .026$). A stepwise regression revealed that Topicality, familiarity, and enjoyment independently contribute to NE scores and together account for 58% of the variance. Inclusion of Contrast ratings as a predictor does not contribute additional variance.

Next, we examined the contributions of High vs. Low Topicality and High vs. Low Contrast to Narrative Engagement for the Dimen listeners. Figure 1E-F shows that Dimen listeners, opposite to the Midwest US participants, perceive Chinese excerpts slightly more narratively ($M = 4.13$, 95% CI = 4.03–4.27) than Western excerpts ($M = 3.86$, 95% CI = 3.70–4.01), $F(1, 24) = 3.73$, $p = .05$, $η^2_p = 0.13$. Moreover, there are no main effects of Topicality or Contrast, or reliable interactions (all $p$’s $> .17$). The same 2 x 2 x 2 ANOVA on SRQ scores for Dimen listeners revealed the same main effect of culture of excerpt, $F(1, 24) = 4.99$, $p = .035$, $η^2_p = 0.17$, such that the proportion of heard stories was greater for Chinese excerpts ($M = 0.82$, 95% CI = 0.79–0.85) than for Western excerpts ($M = 0.74$, 95% CI = 0.70–0.78); see Figure 2E-F. Identical to the analysis of NE scores, there were no other main effects or interactions for SRQ scores (all $p$’s $> .13$).

Finally, we considered contributions of familiarity and enjoyment to narrative engagement for the Dimen listeners. Both familiarity and enjoyment were positively correlated with NE scores (familiarity, $r = .82$, $p < .001$; enjoyment, $r = .37$, $p < .05$). Moreover, consistent with the ANOVAs, neither Topicality ratings, nor Contrast ratings, for each excerpt, were correlated with NE (topicality, $r = .14$, $p = .45$; contrast, $r = .17$, $p = .36$). A stepwise regression with Topicality rating, Contrast rating, familiarity, and enjoyment as predictors showed that familiarity alone accounts for 67% of the variance in the NE scores for Dimen listeners, and that none of the other predictors contributes additional unique variance.

**Discussion**

In sum, results show that participants at US sites exhibit greater narrative engagement (as measured by NE scores, as well as by SRQ) to Western excerpts than to Chinese excerpts and greater narrative engagement for Western excerpts with High Topicality than with Low Topicality. The comparison of High vs. Low Contrast excerpts (at least as measured within our study) had no significant effect on NE or SRQ scores for either Western or Chinese excerpts. Familiarity and enjoyment also contribute to Narrative Engagement, but these contributions are distinct from Topicality. Dimen listeners in contrast showed an effect of excerpt culture: Chinese excerpts were more narratively engaging than Western excerpts, but excerpt familiarity and enjoyment were the only other factors that affected narrative engagement.

The null effect of Topicality for the Western excerpts in Dimen compared to the significant effect of Topicality for the Western excerpts in Arkansas and Michigan is likely related to the comparatively lower exposure to Western media in Dimen, where the majority of participants reported never having been exposed to it. Dimen participants did, however, have some exposure to Chinese media, yet a significant effect of Topicality did not arise for those excerpts either. Since the media that Dimen participants access is typically in Mandarin or Chinese, and the majority of participants speak only Dong, it is possible that the language gap interfered with the generation of associations. It is also possible that broader cultural experiences beyond exposure to mass media are critical to the generation of associational pairings. As members of one of 55 officially recognized minority groups in China, participants in Dimen share not only a different language from the Han minority, but also a distinct set of day-to-day experiences and cultural exposures.

Experiment 2 investigated whether we could experimentally manipulate narrative responses by reducing Topicality and Contrast to Low in individual excerpts that started out High along one of these parameters and having people perform the same tasks from Experiment 1 on both the original and manipulated excerpts, providing causal evidence for the role of Topicality.

**Experiment 2**

**METHOD**

**Participants.** Eighty-seven individuals (50 female), ages 18–22 years ($M = 19.5$, $SD = 0.8$), enrolled in a general psychology course participated in the experiment at the Music Cognition Lab at the University of Arkansas in Fayetteville, AR in return for partial course credit in an undergraduate psychology course. Approximately 59% of participants reported no formal music training; the remaining 41% reported between 1 and 15 years of music training ($M = 6.1$, $SD = 3.8$). Over 96% of participants reported watching English language media (currently: $M = 14.4$ hours per week, $SD = 14.5$; as a child: $M = 17.3$ hours per week, $SD = 15.8$).

**Materials.** Stimuli were 12 one-minute excerpts, six drawn from stimuli used in previous studies (the Original versions), and six consisting of modified versions of the stimuli (the Modified versions). Of the six Original
versions, three were High Topicality, Low Contrast stimuli, and three were High Contrast, Low Topicality stimuli (see description above). The Modified versions removed salient acoustic cues for Topicality (in the case of the three High Topicality excerpts) or for Contrast (in the case of the three High Contrast excerpts). For example, in a High Topicality excerpt that featured rapid descending arpeggios and was understood by many participants in previous studies to suggest a change in conscious state (e.g., falling asleep, dreaming), the Modified version retained all the details but blocked the chords (e.g., played them simultaneously instead of arpeggiating), removing the salient acoustic cue (descending arpeggios) thought to underlie the association, changing the Topicality parameter from High to Low from the Original to the Modified Version. In an excerpt that alternated between two sections with different instrumentations and dynamic levels, the intervening contrasting section was removed so that the instrumentation and dynamic levels remained stable throughout, changing the Contrast parameter from High to Low from the Original to the Modified Version.

Procedure. The procedures were identical to Experiment 1, except that each Arkansas participant heard 6 of the 12 one-minute excerpts, each in either Original or Modified version. No participant heard the same excerpt in both versions (Original and Modified) and each participant heard half of the stimuli in Original and half in Modified form.

Results and Discussion

Figure 3 shows Narrative Engagement (NE) scores for Original and Modified excerpts for excerpts that were originally High in Topicality and Low in Contrast (left pair of bars) and those that were originally High in Contrast and Low in Topicality (right pair of bars). A 2 (Type of Modification: Topicality vs. Contrast) x 2 (Type of Excerpt: Original vs. Modified) repeated-measures ANOVA on NE scores revealed a main effect of Type of Modification, $F(1, 86) = 21.8, p < .001, \eta^2 = 0.20$, and a significant interaction between Type of Modification and Type of Excerpt, $F(1, 86) = 5.41, p = .02, \eta^2 = 0.06$. Results for the Story Response Question (SRQ) scores paralleled those found for the NE scores (see Figure 4). A 2 (Type of Modification: Topicality vs. Contrast) x 2 (Type of Excerpt: Original vs. Modified) repeated-measures ANOVA on SRQ scores revealed a main effect of Type of Modification, $F(1, 86) = 29.83, p < .001, \eta^2 = 0.26$, and a significant interaction between Type of Modification and Type of Excerpt, $F(1, 86) = 7.54, p = .007, \eta^2 = 0.08$. Consistent with predictions, excerpts modified to reduce Topicality received lower Narrative Engagement scores (Modified, $M = 3.86, 95\% \text{ CI} = 3.60–4.11$; Original, $M = 4.26, 95\% \text{ CI} = 4.05–4.47$), $t(86) = -2.65, p = .01$, Cohen’s $d = -0.28$, and resulted in fewer heard stories (Modified,
Two experiments investigated the question of what drives narrative engagement with music. A feature heavily dependent on culture and exposure, Topicality, but not a less experience-dependent feature, Contrast, was found to affect Western listeners’ narrative engagement with Western excerpts, but not Chinese excerpts, as would be expected if enculturated associations to culturally familiar musical styles drives narrative perceptions of music. Excerpts with higher Topicality elicited higher narrative engagement in listeners with sufficient enculturation to those styles of music, consistent with the notion that imagined stories arise from exposure to repeated linkages between sound patterns and associated imagery, environments, and plotlines in multimedia contexts. This effect of topicality held when controlling for excerpt enjoyment and familiarity, which made separate, but independent contributions to narrative engagement. The capacity of musical patterns to accrue narrative implications across the course of cultural embedding and exposures underscores the fundamental multimodality of musical experience (Eitan, 2017).

This topicality effect occurred in listeners at both US research sites, but not at the Dimen research site. The absence of a topicality effect in Dimen for Western excerpts parallels the absence of a topicality effect in Arkansas and Michigan for Chinese excerpts, and possibly stems from the same source: insufficient exposure to the musical patterns in relevant cultural and media contexts. The absence of a topicality effect in Dimen for Chinese excerpts is more puzzling, given than the Dimen participants have access to Chinese media, exposure to which might have been sufficient for associations to arise. However, at least two other factors might have interfered. Given that mainstream Chinese movies and television shows are typically in Mandarin or Cantonese, languages that the Dong participants do not speak (Dong belongs to the Tai family, which is substantively different from languages in the Sino-Tibetan family, including Mandarin; Ramsey, 1989), it is possible that this language barrier interfered with the formation of associations that might have been typical for Mandarin speakers. Furthermore, it is likely that topicality effects depend on exposure not just to mass media but also to other kinds of everyday cultural contexts. As members of the Dong community, one of China’s 55 officially recognized ethnic minorities, Dimen participants’ daily life in their village entails experiences and exposures that diverge markedly from those of the majority Han Chinese. Indeed, the free response narratives provided by Dimen participants (analyzed in a separate manuscript) support this supposition. Although their free response stories exhibit substantial across-participant agreement in response to individual excerpts, these stories often depart substantially from the typical associations of the same excerpts within Han Chinese culture.

Regardless, future work should further explore the lack of a Topicality effect in Dimen participants. Toward this end, one potentially fruitful line of new investigation would be to consider in more detail the one factor that did predict Dimen participants’ by-excerpt narrative engagement—participants’ familiarity with the excerpt. Given that topicality represents the formation of consistent associations between musical patterns and extramusical events, it is possible that the link observed between familiarity and narrative engagement for the Dimen participants represents a precursor to Topicality playing a more prominent role. The formation of abstract associations between musical patterns and extramusical events may require familiarity with a sufficient number of exemplar excerpts where listeners experience that musical pattern in a particular extramusical context. Immersed in their own Dong musical traditions, Dimen listeners may simply not have reached that threshold for either Western or Chinese music.

Across all sites, Contrast, an acoustic feature that should impact narrativization in a way that is less dependent on enculturation, showed little evidence of driving narrative response. This tends to support the idea that a person’s “listening biography” (Wong, Chan, Roy, & Margulis, 2011)—their prior, contextually situated experiences with music—plays a larger role in generating semantic type responses than intrinsic properties of the sound itself. The comparatively larger role of experience over acoustic features is supported by previous work’s finding that the excerpts that Dimen participants narratively engage to most are unrelated to the excerpts that Arkansas and Michigan participants narratively engage to most (Margulis et al., 2019). If stimulus properties drive narrative response
The role of topicality for within-culture narratives was demonstrated both in the current study and in previous research. For example, Margulis et al. (2019) found that different sets of excerpts elicited high narrative engagement in Dimen versus the US sites. Together with this paper’s finding that topicality—a feature that can only impact narrative engagement if participants have specific kinds of cultural experiences—sometimes impacted narrative response, but contrast—a feature theorized to impact narrative engagement independent of listener enculturation—never did, this suggests that experience and exposure may play an especially significant role. This possibility raises a potential problem for music psychology, which often relies on varying properties of the acoustic signal more than varying aspects of the previous experiences participants bring to the listening session. A recent increase in cross-cultural studies within music cognition (Stevens, 2012) about not only high-level but also low-level perceptual phenomena (Jacoby & McDermott, 2017) has the potential to address this shortcoming and help awaken the field to more of the particulars and variability that define musical experiences. Nevertheless, as the complexities of this study demonstrate, cross-cultural work brings multiple challenges as well as potential pitfalls (see Jacoby et al., 2020). Future work with the Dimen participants would benefit from the inclusion of Dong individuals on the research team, so that hypotheses and methods could be developed from the perspective of a cultural insider.

It is also important to note that other stimulus features not tested within this study may have also played a role. Even though overall ratings of musical contrast seemed not to appear to drive narrative engagement for this set of excerpts, it’s possible that contrast might have a larger effect for other excerpts. We examined overall ratings of musical contrast because of its centrality to music theoretic accounts of narrative, but it’s possible that more specific contrasting elements related to different musical characteristics (such as tempo, loudness, key, and articulation) that are not as experience-dependent as topicality contribute to narrative perceptions of music.

In this paper, the role of topicality for within-culture excerpts was demonstrated both by studying responses to commercially available recordings, and by experimentally manipulating these recordings to change the feature of interest. Future work could use specially composed excerpts to further test the role of topicality and connect it to practical questions in music composition and generation. Excerpts of production music, for example, generate broadly consistent imagery in listeners (Huovinen & Kaila, 2015), pointing to the essential but largely neglected by scholars role of semantics in musical experience (see also McAuley et al., 2021). An important undertaking for future work is to probe topicality in contemporary listening with the aim of excavating key patterns and their associations within specific populations. Scholars have done this quite thoroughly for topics in eighteenth-century music as understood by this music’s contemporaries (cf. Mirka, 2014) but the understandings of present day listeners have been comparatively understudied, at least by music theory and music psychology.

This study also points to narrative engagement as a readily available mode of listening to music. Future studies can track how these narrative imaginings relate to other dynamic and valenced musical responses, such as tension perceptions. Given that narrative engagement tracks closely with enjoyment and interest (Margulis et al., 2019), it is possible that imagined stories operate as a latent variable, influencing responses in common experimental paradigms in ways that have not yet been acknowledged. Additionally, it is likely that the pool of media and cultural exposure, as well as the relevant cognitive processing (see Salthouse, 2019) varies between people in different age brackets, even at one research site—an issue that also could have affected results in the present study, given that participants at the US research sites were significantly younger than participants at the Dimen research site. A future line of research compares responses on this task between listeners aged 18–22 and listeners aged 65–69 at the same US research site—a cross-cultural manipulation that operates along a different axis than geography.

Culturally situated exposure drives associations that feel natural and inevitable, yet are in fact contingent on enculturated pairings. The sense that music’s expressive associations exist within the music itself when they in fact depend on specific sets of experiences and exposure reveal music’s power, potential, and danger as a communicative force. Stories that seem to arise without mediation from the sounds themselves in fact depend on complex patterns of cultural exposure. The fact that music’s affective and associational force often feels so immanent makes it a potent force for both connection and division across people and cultures, suggesting that a broader understanding of the associational contingency of musical expressivity could aid intercultural understanding.
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